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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper we have enhanced Query Task Clustering algorithm for to give additiona l feature such as URL 

recommendation and next sub-task based suggestion on top of existing query suggestion model. Hierarchical Query 

Task Clustering algorithms breaks user search task into sub tasks and captures relation between sub -tasks. It uses 

click through bipartite graph to generate query similarity without using any explicit judgements. It also uses query 

features such as average dwell time for query, total no of URLs clicks and no of unique URLs clicked to give more 

accurate results. Experimental results show that it captures more deep user search task information and performs as 

good as Query task clustering for query suggestion and opens the gates for URL recommendation framework which 

is input to search personalizing.   
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Search engines provides information based on user query. When user searches on the search engine clicking URLs 

search engine creates record of users search history at servers called as search logs. It contains information such as 

search query, query terms, session id, date and time of search, URL clicked, at which time in session URL clicked, 

list of URLs presented to users etc. Search logs are implicit feedback of user and by accurately interpreting it we can 

improve user search experience [3]. Search logs can be analyzed at following different levels 1) Query level: each 

query is treated as an individual unrelated to other and captures the clicks performed by user for each query. 2) 

Session level: consecutive query in certain timeout (30 min) are captured as a unit of user interaction with search 

engine. Session has following limitation 1) all queries in same session are not similar. 2) Single search session may 

have parallel search task each of which are not related to each other. 3) Single search task may span multiple 

session. User information need is not satisfied within single search session; user generally resumes the search task 

left in previous session in to next session [8]. 3)Task level: Task captures unambiguous single information need of 

user. A task may span multiple search session or a task can be performed parallel by as user within same session [8]. 

In this paper we consider Task level analysis of search logs. 

    For an example we consider the task of purchasing mobile online. For that user might follow one more of 

following sub-tasks: 

1.  Visit the Home Page of well-known Mobile manufacturer’s website: Suppose user is a Samsung brand fan 

he/she will definitely visit Samsung mobile home page for latest and upcoming product news and offers. 

2. Visit Technological Blogs: If user is very much interested in the technological news he/she will regularly 

visit some well-known blogs. Form that user finds out latest model launched by all the companies and their 

hands on. 

3. Visit Review websites: On review sites user finds vendor neutral information about products. Review site 

also contains functionality of comparing the features of products from several manufacturers. 

4. Visit Price Compare sites: After choosing a particular mobile phone user searches for lowest price or best 

deal for a particular mobile on price compare site. 

5. Visit particular e-commerce website: Finally, user will visit website of best e-commerce vendor and 

perform the transaction of buying the mobile. 
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Fig 1: An example of user search task in Hierarchy of sub-tasks 

 

    As shown in figure 1 based on user’s search history task of buying a mobile phone is divided into 5 subtasks. 

Each subtask has a specific meaning to task. User can start from any of the hierarchy of the cluster based on user 

experience and preferences. For each subtasks algorithm captures the query raised by the user as well as clicks 

performed on particular URL. When a new user searches for the same information, user query is mapped into one of 

the cluster of hierarchy and query suggestion and URL recommendation is produced. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK  

 
The relationship between user search query and information goal is explained by Eric Horvitz [7] how user search 

information needs during the search session and how queries are inter-related to each other to fulfil single 

information need. Features representing user behavior explained by Eric Brill [19] can be query text, browsing and 

click-through feature. When manipulating with search result using user search history how user responds to new 

personalized search results is explained by Teevan and Jaime [22]. 

For computing query similarity from search logs Jun Xu [11] explained constructing query similarity bipartite graph 

using clicked URLs for queries. Similarity between queries and URLs can be identified using Euclidean distance. 

Gui-Rong [14] explained co-visited method for calculating query similarity. If users access same URL using 

different queries, then those queries are counted as similar in co-visited method. Learning the query intent as 

explained by Alex Acero [12] is a semi supervised learning method to analyses user search query. 

User’s search interest can be classified in to short term in terests and long term interests. Short term search interests 

are limited to particular search session or among n number of subsequent queries where as long term search interest 

can span multiple search session to entire user search history. Predicting short-term interests using activity-based 

search context explained by Paul N. Bennett [10] uses past queries in the session as a context and builds intents from 

related queries inside the context and based on current query it predicts user search interest. Lon g term search 

history to improve search accuracy explained by Xuehua Shen [9] identifies user interest areas form the search 

history and URLs extracted by the users. Based on identified search interests web search is personalized. 

Query task clustering algorithm explained by Li-wei He and Yalou Huang [8] provides task level identification of 

user search interest. Based on observation that consecutive queries are more likely to belong to same task as 

compare to non-consecutive it tries to check for query similarity and if it finds similar then those queries are added 

to particular user search task. For making query suggestion out of co -occurrence, log likelihood and random walk 

was used to measure performance out of all random walk gives best performance. Using Popular URLs to enhance 
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web search explained by Ryen W. [21] compared query suggestion with query destination and session destination 

and results shown that query destination as suggestion performs best . 

 

3. DATASET 
To implement the Hierarchical Query task clustering search logs with maximum user interaction is required. For 

the research purpose publicly available anonymized dataset of Yandex search engine is used. Yandex is Russian 

Internet Company working largely on search engine. Yandex has 50.5 million visitors per day and processes 150 

million searches per day. It also provides other services such as image and video search, mail, language translator 

and its own Yandex browser. In October 2013 Yandex published personalized web search Challenge on 

Kaggle.com. 

 

4.  EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
     A Single user task may contain two or more sub-tasks which may be related to each other or not. Query Task 

Clustering algorithm [8] measures similarity between query based on temporal features such as time spend and 

query word similarity analysis between two queries. If query is not similar it is not included into the task. A single 

user task may involve queries which are not related to each other but still it makes valuable addition as a sub -task to 

atomic user task. 
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Fig 2: Framework of Hierarchical Query Task Clustering 

 

    Sub-tasks are modelled as a level of hierarchy in a cluster so that important sub task is not missed to capture a 

single search task. Each sub-task acquires hierarchy level based on order in which search task is performed. Cluster 

at the root hierarchy contains generalized information needs so it consists of most of query and clicked URLs. As 

the hierarchy level progress user information needs becomes more specific so it separates subtask into s eparate 

clusters and at the leaf cluster it contains most specific information needs. 

 

1. URL recommendation using HQTC: 
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Fig 3: URL recommendation using HQTC 
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    URL recommendation enhancing existing knowledge of a user. World Wide Web is dynamic and search 

topics are also dynamic. No user can find all information about a particular topic at one place or in search 

sessions. It is likely that user may miss some part of an information he/she was looking for during current 

search session. URL recommendation maps URLs visited by particular user to the hierarchical query task 

cluster and find out most URL that will have distinctive information regarding current user task. As shown 

in figure 3 User start his/ her task of searching. A single user task is divided into multiple subtasks. Each 

subtasks contains URLs visited by the users.  

    In first step algorithm finds cluster of sub-tasks formed by user and maps those cluster in to global 

hierarchy of task cluster. Now URL recommendation algorithm maps URLs visited by user in to the Global 

Cluster of tasks and based on that new URL is recommended to user. 

 

2.  Hierarchical Query Task Clustering and user search trails: 

    Every user of search engine has different background, knowledge level of the domain, searchin g skills. 

Some user are experts in finding information on web through their searching skills and some may face 

difficulties in finding information in new domain. When expert user finds information it reaches complete 

set of URLs required to complete the task. When a user searching for information and he/she is new to the 

domain than user can follow the trails of an expert user of that domain. Web search does not end at just 

finding information only once, user interested in particular domain will re-find same information again and 

again creates trails of finding information. This trails can be useful for other user to find new information in 

an interesting way. 

    As shown in figure 4 user starts its search trails form the cluster level 1 and finishes task when required 

information is found at cluster level 3. Purple node is starting node and red node as end node, all other 

connected URL green nodes are intermediary node. When user visits same trails repeatedly or many user 

follows the same trails it becomes interesting for other user to know those trails to enhance their existing 

knowledge. We can also provide the query raised by user in subtasks along with URLs visited to provide 

complete insight in to task. Task searching provides an interesting way to search an information without 

submitting multiple queries and all required information is provided at single place. 
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             Fig 4: User search trails in HQTC 

 

 

3. Query feature extraction: 

    Click through bipartite only gives you count of click for part icular URLs that is not enough to produce 

accurate search results. so for hierarchical query task clustering we add total no click on URL for query, 

average dwell time and total no of unique URL accessed and list of those URLs. 

4.  Hierarchical Query Task Clustering (HQTC): 

    For given query from query similarity and query feature it will sort list of URLs which occurred in user 

search session after base query. And form list it will try to check query similarity from root cluster to leaf 

cluster if similarity is found query will be added to that particular cluster otherwise new cluster will be 

created and query will be added to that cluster. 
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5.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 

 
Fig 5: Query suggestion performance of different methods 

 
As shown in figure performance of Query task clustering is compared with Hierarchical query task clustering for 

query suggestion using Random walk suggested in base paper [8]. Graph shows that on some occasions Query task 

clustering algorithm performed well where on other Hierarchical query task gave more accurate results but overall 

performance deviation was very small. 
 

5.  CONCLUSION 

 
Hierarchical Query Task Clustering captures more knowledge of user search task without degrading the 

performance of query suggestion. Using HQTC we can also provide URL recommendation and sub task 

recommendation.  
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